sip
browse
doze
plunge
gaze
taste
lounge
relax
wonder
float
smile

There are some truly mesmerising wideangle views in Scotland — one of them
can be savoured from our restaurant,
our drinks’ terrace, our swimming pool,
our lodges and from every bedroom in
the Hotel. In Scotland, the hills and
the lochs combine to create a
special dreamy setting.

The light that plays on Loch Linnhe
and the great hills of the Morvern
Peninsula beyond, paints an endless
sequence of colours through the day
—blues, lavenders, jades, ochres.
As the sun sets over the Great Glen,
watch the sky rubefy and slowly
turn to Prussian blue.

Warm, tasteful, refined—our bedrooms are
places to relax and enjoy those fantastic
loch views. Or soak in a deep, hot bath
with a local whisky in hand.

On crisp spring mornings, when the
waters of Loch Linnhe are still, why not
wander onto the balcony of your bedroom
and fill your lungs with the sweet air.

Or float in our pool, gazing out on the
snow capped mountains in late autumn,
before getting ready for dinner.

And then again, you might want to have
a separate house with a few friends. Our
waterfront lodges give you this privacy,
while still being able to use all the Hotel’s
facilities. And the use of the swimming
pool is free for those staying in our lodges.

The famous travel writer, H.V. Morton,
wrote, ‘Scotland is the best place in the
world to take an appetite’. We agree and
wholeheartedly work to maintain the
reputation. Local seafood and shellfish
are served in season and the local fillet
steaks and other grills such as lamb and
duck are a real treat, specially with a glass
of Bourgogne. You can dine at any time
of the day in our Captain’s Bar (shown
above), or take a table in our wonderful
restaurant (shown on the right).

What a wonderful place our drinks’
terrace is to glory in the setting
and sip a glass of chilled
Pouilly-Fumé.

From the Hotel and Lodges you are not far
from the wild majestic mountains. A few
minutes drive will take you to Glen Coe,
where you could balance on the Aonach
Eagach, or in another quarter of an hour
you can be at the base of Ben Nevis. From
Fort William you can ride the languid steam
train through the mountains to Mallaig.
If you travel south, you will come to the
beauties of Appin, and beyond that, Oban,
where you can browse the shops, visit a
pub, and hop onto a ferry for a day trip to
one of the west coast’s fabled isles.
Even closer, fishing is popular, and free,
from the pier and the shore. We have
good moorings and welcome
the sailing fraternity.
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I am one of those
who always think it fun
to be in Scotland.
hilaire belloc
Places, 1942

the holly tree hotel,
swimming pool & lodges
kentallen pier
argyll, pa38 4by
highlands of scotland
Telephone: 01 631 740 292
Fax: 01 631 740 345
stay@hollytreehotel.co.uk
www.hollytreehotel.co.uk
www.lochlinnhelodges.co.uk
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the McFatridge family

